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Your “Plus” of freedom: The KNAUS VAN TI PLUS now available as the fully 

equipped PLATINUM SELECTION 

 

Jandelsbrunn. The MAN TGE-based KNAUS VAN TI PLUS is all about exceptional driving 

dynamics, maximum living comfort and a striking design. With the very latest safety features 

and driver assistance systems, the partially integrated motorhome not only offers a “Plus” in 

terms of freedom, but also safety too.  

The popular top-selling 650 MEG single bed layout is now available as the fully equipped 

PLATINUM SELECTION:  

The exterior design, with its metallic Indium Grey chassis, Campovolo Grey smooth sheet 

metal side walls, special model stickers and 17” MAN light alloy wheels, reflects the dynamic 

character of the vehicle. The KNAUS CATEYE evolution rear tail lights, with their exclusive 

night-time signature and dynamic LED indicators, are easy to spot and provide extra safety, 

including when there is poor visibility. The VAN TI PLUS PLATINUM SELECTION also 

features an awning light with motion detector, electrically adjustable heated side view 

mirrors, awning in anthracite, driver's side service door, convenient gas bottle pull-out and 2-

channel rear axle air suspension for improved driving comfort and controlled driving height. 

This exclusive equipment also includes the PREMIUM cabin door with multi-locking feature, 

windows with blackout blind, integrated umbrella compartment and KNAUS design 

multifunctional storage bag. The insect protection door and large front tilting window with 

insect protection allow plenty of light and fresh air into the cabin whilst also keeping uninvited 

visitors out.  

The PLATINUM SELECTION's interior impresses with the hard-wearing ACTIVE ROCK 

upholstery and special model stickers, ambient lighting, Midi-Heki with lights, chrome pack 

and single bed extension to create a large lying surface. The pilot comfort seats in the 

driver’s cabin can be rotated and are height adjustable, and the front and side windows can 

be darkened. Its technical equipment includes digital radio reception (DAB+), multifunctional 

steering wheel, MAN Media VAN Business navigation system, start-stop system with braking 

energy recovery, rear view camera and several driver assistance systems ensuring 

maximum safety, such as fatigue detection, cruise control with speed limiter, hill assist, 

emergency brake assist and multi-collision brake. The PLATINUM SELECTION is also 

equipped with air conditioning, BWT water filter system, Truma iNet system, CP-Plus control 

panel and Oyster 60 Premium Twin complete antenna system with 32” LED TV and TV pre-

wiring in the sleeping area. A voucher on board the vehicle can be used to order your free 

MediKit – a set featuring wound spray, disinfectant spray and various pharmacy-supplied 

medicines. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The new VAN TI PLUS PLATINUM SELECTION comes with 103 kW front-wheel drive and 6-

speed gearbox as standard, but is also available ex works with 130 kW front or all-wheel 

drive and 8-speed automatic gearbox. 

Compared to the series model and its corresponding equipment, PLATINUM SELECTION 

has an enormous price advantage.  

 

 

 

 

 

About Knaus Tabbert 

Knaus Tabbert AG is a leading manufacturer of leisure vehicles in Europe. The company’s 

headquarters are located in Jandelsbrunn, Germany. Additional sites include Mottgers in 

Hesse and Schlüsselfeld (both in Germany) and Nagyoroszi in Hungary. Since September 

2020, the company has been listed in the Prime Standard segment on the Frankfurt Stock 

Exchange (ISIN: DE000A2YN504). With its brands KNAUS, TABBERT, T@B, WEINSBERG, 

MORELO and its internet platform RENT AND TRAVEL, it achieved sales in excess of EUR 

790 million* in 2020. With around 3,000 employees*, the company manufactured more than 

24,000 leisure vehicles*. More information: www.knaustabbert.de  

*Provisional figures 
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